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Preface

This white paper is the outcome of a design exercise we began in the summer of 2021. Our objective was simple: to imagine a new institution that delivers high quality, affordable bachelor’s-level education in fields such as computer science and business, and, eventually, in engineering.

We examined the many innovations of the last two decades in higher education. We considered and rejected what we think to be simplistic but misinformed panaceas such as delivering the entire program online, or eliminating humanities courses, or trying to achieve cost reduction through large class sizes. Instead, we focused on pedagogy, faculty, the academic calendar, co-op programs and stackable credentials within the bachelor’s degree. We believe there is a thoughtful and holistic way to preserve the great benefits of traditional American higher education while also addressing the pressing questions that the industry faces.

We finalized this document in the Spring of 2022 — before President Biden announced the new debt forgiveness program in the US. Debt is, of course, a symptom of the ballooning cost of higher education, and forgiveness will offer much-needed relief to struggling students and families. However, as many commentators have noted, erasing debt does not remove the causes of debt. Nor will it address how efficacious education actually is. These are the underlying motivations for the ideas presented here.

Finally, this document should be seen simply as what it is: a white paper. It is not a comprehensive plan. Many questions related to the business plan of an operating institution cannot be addressed here, because these depend on a number of decisions we do not address — such as location and real estate strategy. All we do is offer some key levers. This document should also not be seen as a commitment by MIT, our parent institution, to create such an institution. It is a product of our thinking in our individual, and group, capacities.
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Executive Summary

The conventional model of higher education is facing growing skepticism. With rising tuition costs, ballooning debt, and concerns about preparedness for the work force, many are doubting the value of higher education. Alternative credentials and online offerings are gaining currency.

Viable solutions to these challenges will require abandoning some of our long-held assumptions about how institutions of higher education should operate. But our core educational values—that each learner deserves individual attention and encouragement, and that education should nourish the entire person and not simply provide short-term skills—must be preserved. So we reject solutions that involve replacing teachers by robots, taking all lessons online, or demoting the humanities.

We describe an alternate model for baccalaureate education that offers key levers for addressing these challenges. We list the features of this hypothetical “New Educational Institution,” or NEI, below. NEI is intended to be a new class of institution that is different from traditional R1 or R2 research universities. The focus of NEI will be on majors such as computer science and business, and eventually, broader areas of engineering and design.

**REBALANCING EDUCATION AND RESEARCH**
NEI will be focused on educational outcomes. For faculty, teaching will be the focus. Faculty will be encouraged to spend about 20% of their time on research or practice, and to take sabbaticals at partner institutions, companies, and organizations, but promotions and career advancement will place the highest emphasis on teaching.

**RETHINKING CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY**
NEI is residential by design (with the addition of co-ops, which we describe later), but teaching will be based on a flipped classroom model almost exclusively. The online content can be drawn from the many online sources available today, and might be developed centrally at a major partner institution that could help not just create and maintain the curriculum, but also work with the NEI (or multiple NEIs) to finetune and improve the content.

**HOLISTIC CURricula**
A holistic education is essential for success in the world today. Graduates need more than fundamental ideas and the skills to apply them narrowly; they need to understand their context and implications, and to be able to work effectively with others in an increasingly complex society. The curriculum must therefore offer substantive classes in the humanities (including arts) and social sciences, thoughtfully integrated into the curriculum.

**THE DEGREE AS AN ASSEMBLY OF MICRO-CREDENTIALS**
We generalize the concept of majors and minors by turning the degree into a series of micro-credentials which are “stacked.” Each micro-credential is composed of courses, but the courses fit into themes. Micro-credentials can be better matched to student capabilities and
interests than majors and minors; put students in a better position for employment in specialized areas; and offer greater value to students (especially those who leave the degree program without finishing).

TEAM TEACHING AND COURSE SEQUENCES
Faculty would team-teach the bundle of courses associated with a micro-credential. For example, a machine learning micro-credential might involve courses in mathematics, computer science, sociology, and ethics. Faculty from these fields would work together to manage and teach the curriculum.

PEDAGOGY
The innovations described above are a departure from traditional practices at universities. Faculty would be trained in the latest pedagogy and use of pedagogical tools, and in the implementation of the approach described in this document.

A MORE EQUITABLE AND HOLISTIC APPROACH TO FACULTY
At the NEI, the practice of teaching will be central in the institutional ethos. Teachers will be celebrated, and will constitute a single, unified community without the usual divisions (into regular and teaching faculty, adjuncts, etc.) that undermine motivation and cohesion.

COORDERATIVE EDUCATION (CO-OPS)
Cooperative education will be central to the NEI’s curriculum. Co-ops will be managed and curated by the NEI to ensure that students receive both working experience and educational benefits while spending time at partner organization. Co-op partners can be companies, museums, labs, or universities.

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
NEI divides its academic year into a three-semester (trimester) calendar consisting of a fall trimester, a spring trimester and a summer trimester. Each trimester is of equal length, and slightly shorter than a regular semester at a university like MIT. The trimester calendar is more compatible with longer co-ops, and also gives greater freedom in the use of the facilities. Students will spend at least 4 trimesters out of 11 trimesters in co-op programs. The calendar accommodates breaks and holidays.

EXTERNAL PARTNERSHIPS
Because exposure to the workplace will be central, partnerships with outside entities will be established and managed proactively by NEI. These entities will provide not just co-op opportunities, but also recruitment and sabbatical possibilities for those faculty who choose to avail of them. As with apprenticeship programs in some countries of Western Europe, partner organizations will be asked to help create a nurturing environment for students.

VISITING FACULTY AND FELLOWS
Partner organizations can also serve as sources of teaching professionals. "Reverse sabbaticals" from partner institutions will be welcomed, with professionals participating in teaching teams (after an appropriate selection process and pedagogical and curricular training).

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
We describe an intentional and deliberate approach to extracurricular activities for students at NEI. We recommend careful design, management, and delivery of these programs so that students receive the ideal combination of freedom and opportunities to grow.

FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Much of the implementation of a new educational institution will come down to the leadership of the effort and to the decisions made during implementation. We cannot anticipate the inevitable challenges that will arise, nor at this point can we prescribe a detailed course of action. The goal of this document is simply to propose some principles and ideas that we hope will lay the groundwork for the future, for an education that will be both more affordable and more effective.
Introduction

Humanity faces a period of uncertainty and flux. Human development—particularly in the form of effective, affordable, accessible, and equitable education—is becoming a pressing global need. In the United States, attending college, in addition to its traditional inherent value, has become an increasingly important step towards achieving economic prosperity and a steppingstone to a middle-class life.

This white paper explores how one model could provide high-quality undergraduate education at a significantly lower cost. Of course, higher education is a rich and diverse space, and the scope of our exercise is important.

First, our focus is on the United States. Though many of our ideas may be applicable elsewhere, they are particularly relevant for the opportunities and challenges facing the US economy and US higher education.

Second, our focus is on education in fields such as computer science and business, and eventually more broadly in engineering, design, and other areas. While the United States is the leader in liberal arts education, and we take inspiration from the long-standing traditions of the US model, our ideas are not directed at such institutions.

Third, we are not attempting to design an R1 research institution like MIT. R1 and R2 institutions are doing well, but as the contours of work and employment evolve, the availability of additional avenues for educational attainment must also evolve.

In general, this white paper is not intended as a rethinking of higher education. The opportunities and issues facing higher education are complex, multilayered, and nuanced. Rather, this is a design exercise with a sharp focus on how a standalone, de novo institution can deliver effective, affordable undergraduate education. In doing so, we hope to capture some of the better features of higher education as it is delivered today, while also identifying, and perhaps relaxing, some of the assumptions and constraints under which existing institutions operate.

MIT has a long history—more than 70 years—in the design and establishment of new educational institutions around the world. MIT and its faculty have been involved in the establishment of the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Kanpur; the Birla Institute of Technology and Science (BITS), Pilani, India; the Instituto Tecnológico de Aeronáutica (ITA, or the Aeronautics Institute of Technology), Brazil; the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD); Skoltech, Russia; the Asia School of Business, Malaysia; and many more. Several of the authors of this white paper were involved in, or led, recent university development projects, and two of us, Kothari (BITS) and Sarma (IIT Kanpur), received our undergraduate degrees from these institutions. There was much innovation at these institutions, and we have attempted to bring some of this perspective to the design exercise presented here.

To further frame and ground our thinking, we consider the history, the innovations, and the challenges in higher education in the United States. We then lay out some principles and proposals for the new institution considering the mission, academic structure, policies, curricula, calendars, pedagogical approaches, and student journeys.

For brevity, we refer to the hypothetical new educational institution as an “NEI” in the remainder of this document.

Higher education, particularly at the four-year undergraduate level, faces challenges on many fronts today, including cost, value, equity, and relevance.

Academia would be well served to confront these challenges and shape new models to ensure that the attributes that make education valuable are preserved as academia evolves. We believe that there is a fundamental difference between education and training, between a job skill and a life skill, and between operating and creating.

If academia leaves a vacuum, the solutions that emerge will likely blur these lines, and society will be the poorer for it. However, the runway is limited. The economic model of educational institutions, precarious to begin with, is hardly popular with students, parents, and the media. COVID caused a further disruption; remote education replaced the in-person teaching out of necessity during the pandemic, but tuition fees were not generally reduced.

This highlighted a question that will linger for years after the pandemic: If remote education is worth the tuition, then what is the worth of college?

The question we address herein is how educational institutions can evolve alternate models that can overcome some of these challenges.
RISING TUITION AND STUDENT DEBT

Tuition debt in the United States is more than $1.7 trillion today. About half of this debt is from borrowers who attend two-year or four-year colleges, and the other half is from students in graduate programs. Debt accrued from attending for-profit institutions ballooned after the Great Recession of 2009; however, after regulatory changes, that fraction has dropped to about 12 percent (though it crept up again in the 2019–2020 time frame). In other words, the bulk of student debt derives from attending nonprofit institutions.

Undergraduate debt has increased because: (a) college tuition has risen; (b) more students are attending college; (c) a greater number of students are borrowing to finance their education; and (d) public funding for higher education has decreased in the United States.

Debt on federal student loans cannot be discharged upon bankruptcy, creating a lifelong obligation. This makes the problem particularly acute for students who are unable to complete their degrees, because the incomplete degree does not necessarily increase earning potential regardless of how close the student is to receiving the actual degree. Women take on most of the student debt, only to confront the gender pay gap when they graduate.

There is also a racial disparity in student debt: Black and Native American students take on more debt than others; and overall, underrepresented groups tend to struggle more to repay debt.

Of course, the sticker price of college tuition is often argued to be misleading since students pay much less on average. Many students receive financial aid from the government and from educational institutions, particularly at elite, well-endowed private colleges. The average undergraduate degree recipient at a non-profit institution graduates with just $15,600 in debt.

However, the earning potential enjoyed by the college educated has decreased and debt remains a serious burden. Paying off even smaller loans on meager salaries can lead to significant student stress, and forbearance programs that roll interest into the principal can lead to a ballooning debt that is difficult to catch up with, especially after an earnings setback.

While elite universities are doing well, thanks in part to the yield of their large (and growing) endowments, which effectively subsidize the cost of undergraduate education, the business model of undergraduate education is under stress, and many private and public colleges are struggling.

A significant portion of their income comes from government and private funding in the form of

2. https://www.brookings.edu/policy2020/votervital/who-owes-all-that-student-debt-and-whod-benefit-if-it-were-forgiven/
3. https://tcf.org/content/commentary/student-debt-surging-profit-colleges/
9. At MIT, the average tuition paid by students is only $11,000 though the official undergraduate tuition is $53,450. This is only because institutions like MIT are able to subsidize tuition with either endowment yield or government funding.
10. Less than 20 percent of MIT students graduate with debt and the median debt is well under $20,000.
student loans, but with a moral hazard: It is the
students who must pay back the debt. Some
colleges have turned to international and out-of-
state students to make the numbers add up.\textsuperscript{15}

COVID-19 and the difficulties of travel dented
this source of revenue. The rise of new lower-
priced, employment-focused micro-credentials,
particularly from massive open online courses
(MOOCs), and job-oriented bootcamps are a new
competitive threat—especially after the mass
online migration that occurred during COVID-19.

Many colleges are today confronting an uncer-
tain future in the face of these challenges.

\textsuperscript{15} \url{https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1054975.pdf}

\section*{THE VALUE OF COLLEGE}

The Government of Australia made a star-
ting announcement last year: Starting in 2021,
degrees in the humanities, arts, and social
sciences (HASS) and in economics would cost
more than twice as much as degrees in STEM
subjects because, the government said, they
wanted to encourage more “job-ready” skills.\textsuperscript{16}

While we do not support this thinking, and in fact
see this dichotomy as false, the importance of
job-readiness of a major cannot be dismissed
lightly. Beyond the major, there is the question of
whether the curriculum matches, and the faculty
appreciates, what the working world requires.

The gaps can be classified into two categories:
technical skills and human skills. “Technical
skills,” often referred to as “hard skills,” refer to
the specific knowledge that a person requires to
perform tasks on the job.

For example, learning to write code in the R
programming language to perform statistical
analysis might be a technical skill. “Human skills,”
sometimes misleadingly called “soft skills,” refer
to personal attributes that help an individual
succeed at a job. Examples include teamwork,
communication, and conflict resolution.

Of course, college, done right, certainly
succeeds at building the foundations necessary
for job-ready skills. An understanding of the
fundamentals of statistics is needed before a
student can code in R, and an understanding of
society, culture, history, and philosophy helps an
individual better connect and empathize with a
fellow citizen.

But the challenge is: Can college rise to the
challenge of providing that “last mile” of
preparation? Are professors cognizant of what
employers value, and of the skills students need
in a fast-changing economy?\textsuperscript{17} There are now
“return on investment” (ROI) rankings of institu-
tions.\textsuperscript{18} And while the consideration of financial
outcomes is understandable, it runs the risk of
ignoring the intangible benefits of college—
unless colleges make those benefits more
directly visible.

\textsuperscript{16} \url{https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20200728-why-australia-is-charging-more-to-study-history}

\textsuperscript{17} \url{https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/employee-relations/pages/employers-say-college-grads-lack-hard-skills-too.aspx}

\textsuperscript{18} \url{https://cew.georgetown.edu/cew-reports/collegeroi/}
DEGREES, CREDENTIALS, AND MODALITIES

The four-year undergraduate degree has been an unshakeable pillar of US education since the founding of Harvard University. The only alternative, a two-year associate degree, was first awarded at the University of Chicago in 1900. Associate degrees have flourished since, especially in community colleges.19

Either degree requires a substantial commitment, and the degrees themselves are “all or nothing.” Overall, the dropout rates in higher education over six years hover in the 40 percent range,20 and not completing a degree has a significant impact on earning potential. There is no real “partial credit” in the job market for incomplete degrees; it is up to the student to transfer credits elsewhere and try to finish the degree.

While academic and professional credentials—which are more granular than degrees—have existed for a long time, they have flourished in recent years.

Online education, specifically in the form of massive open online courses (MOOCs) from various platforms, has been a major driver of these credentials.21 Often called “micro-credentials,” they can refer to a single course that students display on their LinkedIn page to show that they have learned a skill, or to a more elaborate program such as the MicroBachelors, MicroMasters, and nano degrees.22

Students often receive many such credentials and “stack them” to build a résumé of achievement.23 Micro-credentials need not be online only; so-called “in-person bootcamps” are another way to receive intensive instruction on topics such as coding. Bootcamp fees are often tied to employment outcomes.24 Much has been written about the threat that micro-credentials pose to traditional college degrees,25 and recent public opinion trends do indicate that the perception is real.26

Another question that persists is whether “seat time”—the time spent taking a course—is necessary if a learner’s competency can be ascertained through other means, including certification exams. (For example, a driver’s permit is a certification based on a competency exam—the driving test. How the student prepares is not considered.)

In this model, prior learning can replace a course if the student can demonstrate competency. While there are arguments for27 and against28, competency-based programs have been used successfully by institutions such as Southern New Hampshire University and Western Governors University to provide a new affordable form of online educational degree to hundreds of thousands of working adults.29

---

19 • https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2016/demo/p20-578.pdf
20 • https://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=40
23 • https://hechingerreport.org/more-students-start-earning-stackable-credentials-on-their-way-to-degrees/
24 • https://www.coursereport.com/blog/coding-bootcamp-job-guarantees-guide
26 • https://www.gallup.com/education/272228/half-consider-college-education-important.aspx
Alongside all the issues involving the cost and structure of college, there have also been mounting questions about the best way to teach—and whether colleges today are generally using the right approach to fit the times. A primary question is one of student engagement. Higher education in the humanities, arts, and social sciences (HASS) has long recognized and implemented a discussion-oriented setting in which students read materials and prepare before the class.

Other fields, however, have more recently begun the journey to active engagement in the classroom. Lamenting the ineffectiveness of lectures in the early 1990s, Eric Mazur of Harvard developed a number of techniques in physics education to encourage active classrooms including clickers and peer learning.  

In 1993, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute introduced a model called “Studio Physics” in which the typical classroom desks were replaced with work desks, often with equipment, and students were encouraged to work together on concepts rather than merely listening to lectures.

Also in 1993, Alison King articulated a pithy expression that has impacted much of higher education in the decades to follow when she published “From Sage on the Stage to the Guide on the Side.” (We will use this metaphor throughout this white paper.) In 2000, MIT institutionalized Studio Physics with the creation of the Technology Enhanced Active Learning (TEAL) concept.

The transition from “sage” to “guide,” however, has not scaled. Much work needs to be done to truly transform institutions. The emergence of online education has offered a way to further replace the “sage on the stage,” releasing more faculty time for the “guide on the side.”

The first descriptions of this modality emerged in 2000 with talk of the “inverted classroom”—one in which students consume material online, enabling the repurposing of actual classroom time for active learning, rather than for lectures.

The alternative term “flipped classroom” went viral following Sal Khan’s 2004 TED Talk about the possibilities of reinventing education through videos from the remarkable Khan Academy. MIT’s own TEAL further combined Studio Physics with MITx online courseware to create TEAL+x.

An underlying theme in much of this innovation is that “liberating” faculty time from lecturing enables them to become coaches—the guides on the side.

There is much literature on the benefits of individuated feedback. “Mastery Learning” historically refers to the principle that students benefit greatly if they receive formative assessment, and individuated, targeted, and explicit feedback to ensure individual proficiency—in contrast to “one size fits all” mass instruction.

Although the concept first appeared in the 1920s, the eminent educational researcher, Benjamin Bloom, described “Mastery Learning” in 1968 and provided experimental evidence in his famous “The 2 Sigma Problem” paper.
Another educational principle is “learning by doing,” which is captured in MIT’s motto: *mens et manus*, Latin for “mind and hand.” Related principles include “project-based learning,”42 “problem-based learning,”43 and “Action Learning.”44 The idea undergirding these approaches is to give students context and agency in simulated or real-world settings where the problem itself may be ill defined yet consequential.

A cognitive science principle called “embodied learning”—the idea that physical action shapes learning—underlies many of these approaches. In fact, several principles from cognitive science are relatively unknown, and scarcely applied, in much of higher education. Examples include retrieval learning, spaced learning, interleaving, and so on.45,46,47

In Bloom’s “The 2 Sigma Problem,” the “problem” as he describes it is cost. With the current system of education, the sage on the stage is cheaper—never mind the outcomes—than the guide on the side.

And in many ways, this, along with the structural constraints of current university systems, explains why, despite many of the known benefits of the practices described above, they are rarely adopted en masse.

---

37 • Bloom, Benjamin S. “The 2 Sigma Problem: The search for methods of group instruction as effective as one-to-one tutoring.” *Educational Researcher* 13, no. 6 (1984): 4-16.


42 • Thomas, John W. “A review of research on project-based learning.” (2000).


Proposed Principles for the NEI
A typical R1 educational and research institution is a complex organization with multiple missions and myriad undergraduate, graduate, research, outreach, convening, and international programs. Each of these programs requires an apparatus consisting of staff, leadership, administration, contractors, and facilities.

Over the years, institutions have grown to become complex, layered, and sometimes idiosyncratic systems. Running an institution is like running a small city. The complex and charming tapestry that is the modern R1 higher educational institution is what makes it a fascinating and enriching experience.

It is, however, also likely the reason for many of the challenges academia faces—especially for those institutions without the reputation and resources of R1s that aspire to compete with or join them. Studies indicate that university costs are related to complexity. Consider, for example, the cost burden of a single issue: regulations. (We emphasize that what follows is not a commentary on regulation per se; rather, it is an illustration of the complexities of managing an educational institution.)

A study of 13 higher education institutions commissioned by Vanderbilt University found that regulatory compliance constituted 3 to 11 percent of universities’ nonhospital operating expenses, and 4 to 15 percent of staff and faculty time.48

Research-related regulatory expenses amounted to 11 to 25 percent of all research expenses, while higher education related regulatory expenses constituted 2 to 8 percent of all non-research expenditures. Across higher education, the research indicated that institutions deal with about 18 different federal agencies and approximately 30 different areas of regulations, with more than 200 laws and guidelines. In other words, as institutions take on more activities, the regulatory burden multiplies, and the overall cost escalates—to the tune of several thousand dollars per student. Each additional activity adds further responsibility: human subject compliance, for example, or export controls.

Universities like MIT and Vanderbilt—which have large research programs and endowments—are able to engage in, and opportunistically seek resonances between, hundreds of activities. But focus and deliberate intention can further help higher education tame the runaway cost of entropy.

Among other factors, competition—for students, for faculty, and for prestige—drives complexity, which in turn drives two major elements of costs: buildings and administration. In 2015, higher education collectively spent $11.5 billion on buildings while, paradoxically, facing a deferred maintenance shortfall of $30 billion.49

New buildings are required for new activities and to compete in the marketplace, and are also easier to fundraise for. But deferred maintenance adds to the complexity of managing universities, and this has led to a vicious cycle.

Overall university debt has gone up, and interest from that debt amounts to about $750–$1,289 per student at public and private four-year colleges, respectively.50

Proposed Principles for the NEI
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front, meanwhile, the ratio of instructional staff to administrators decreased by about 40 percent at most institutions between 1990 and 2012, according to the Delta Cost Project.51

The silver lining, however, is that the actual cost of instruction amounts to less than a third of total expenditures for four-year colleges today.52 This indicates that if some institutions can reconsider their structures and focus entirely on instruction, there is a significant opportunity to deliver more, and better, for less.

Below, we describe some principles for an undergraduate-focused college with these questions in mind. We note that our ideas build on much prior work on the future of higher education including that by Bacow53, Wieman54, and LeBlanc.55 We end with a section on community, culture, and values because the design “levers” in the earlier sections enable us, we believe, to also establish a more modern ethos at the NEI.

### REBALANCING EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

The coupling of research and education has many benefits: Faculty are at the forefront of knowledge creation, which gives students unique insights into research, discovery, and creation. While there is a clear benefit to graduate students, undergraduate MIT students also benefit from the atmosphere of enquiry through the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP), a wider range of courses (such as a course on COVID-19 that was taught as the pandemic was unfolding), and access to advanced equipment.

However, as we have discussed, combining research and education also has its disadvantages. First, research increases complexity, which increases overall costs in a diffuse way for the institution. Second, research faculty can spend less time teaching, which reduces teaching productivity and effectiveness. Third, it complicates incentives: Is a professor promoted for research or for the quality of teaching? (In many ways, modern R1 and R2 education enterprises revolve around the professor.) And finally, precisely how much undergraduates generally benefit from the research milieu needs to be carefully assessed; ensuring significant impact requires extensive programs like UROP, which are run by dedicated staff with significant funding.

For all these reasons, we recommend that the NEI reproportion research and teaching. This does not mean that we recommend removing research altogether. Rather, while a faculty member is at the educational institution, teaching should be the 80 percent focus. And that research, we argue, should be “low overhead” scholarship.

In fact, we recommend broadening the definition of research and scholarship to embrace different types of contributions as described by Boyer.56 This can include writing review articles as well as accessible books and essays aimed at nonspecialists. Research can also focus on pedagogy and learning—a field that has flourished recently. At the same time, we argue that faculty should be encouraged to take research or practice-oriented sabbaticals at R1 or R2 institutions, museums, archives, government labs, and partner industry labs, and at companies.

52 • https://nces.ed.gov/pubs2011/2011230.pdf
Finally, we note that in some fields, research is becoming highly collaborative, multi-university, and multidisciplinary. We believe that faculty from the NEI can and should participate in such large projects where possible. Some R1 and R2 universities can house the key infrastructure—such as experimental facilities—but others can contribute intellectually rather than replicating the same equipment. Such an approach can also create further channels for the sabbaticals we have described, as well as create internship opportunities for students.

RETHINKING CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY

Faculty at many institutions today spend a great deal of time developing classes and then delivering them. While this does enable a great deal of nuance and personalization, a better approach may be emerging for some fields. We believe that academia is on the cusp of a major change that fundamentally transforms this model.

There are two components to what we suggest: the use, where appropriate, of online courses licensed from other institutions in the form of “small private online courses” (SPOCs) and the wholesale adoption of the flipped classroom model from the very start. The term “SPOC” was coined during the creation of edX in contrast to Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). MOOCs run on platforms such as edX with open enrollment to anyone in the world. In a SPOC, the same online material as the MOOC is run on the cloud but specifically for a particular institution, with customized timing, and with “master access” to the course—which includes message boards, grades, etc.—handed to the instructor from the institution. The idea of the SPOC is inspired by what MIT is doing in its own residential programs.

Dozens of MIT courses use the Open edX engine to present material online to students, and to replace lecture time with more engaging pedagogy, effectively flipping the classroom. A SPOC makes it possible for other schools to benefit from curricula developed at institutions like MIT.

This has two benefits. First, R1 and R2 institutions can afford to invest in regular curriculum renewal. Second, the SPOC user can focus on the delivery of the content, particularly on approaches like deliberate practice, to enhance educational outcomes. The idea of using a SPOC can be generalized to any high-quality digital material. For example, although, as we have mentioned earlier, humanities education generally “flipped the classroom” decades ago, digital humanities education offers further avenues for innovation and engagement.

Of course, care must be taken when using digital material. Students need to be motivated on the topic, and a social contract needs to be established at the beginning of the class. And during the course, the coaching and in-person elements must reinforce the back-and-forth between the online content and its absorption and application. In other words, we do not mean to imply that this approach is hands-off or easy to deploy; it takes expertise, dedication, and continuous improvement. It is also likely easier in some areas, like STEM or business, than in others such as, say, literature.

One aspect, and strength, of this approach is that faculty from the NEI can participate in the creation of the materials with the faculty at the SPOC provider. The development of online courses requires a great deal of resources and time. At MIT, we have found that the recruitment of teams who can help with course development is difficult.

We have already discussed the concept of faculty sabbaticals for research. NEI could also participate in the creation of the courses. We believe that this collaborative development of “educational commons” can balance efficiency with a multifaceted view of the topics.

Over the last few years, MIT has run several SPOC experiments with other institutions. For example, institutions such as San Jose City College (SJCC) have worked with larger institutions such as MIT and UC Berkeley, whose SPOCs are locally supported by SJCC instructors for an SJCC student population.  

The SPOC essentially replaces the lecture and liberates resources to make the “guide on the side” truly possible. What we are essentially describing here is a “flipped university”: a university that is built with the flipped classroom at the center, as opposed to a retrofit.

### HOLISTIC CURRICULA

Traditionally, a Western liberal arts education includes natural sciences, humanities, arts and social sciences. Conversations about the reform of undergraduate education have often led to questions about the importance of the humanities, arts, and social sciences (HASS). The recent news regarding the doubling of the price of a HASS degree in Australia is an example. We reject this dichotomy as false and ironic, because employers have consistently expressed concerns about students’ preparation in areas such as critical thinking, writing, and communication.  

In fact, MIT requires its students to complete at least eight HASS courses during an undergraduate degree. An MIT degree also requires students to take a set of courses in natural sciences: mathematics, physics, biology and chemistry. Now, more than ever, we consider this collective “core” essential to the preparation of students for the challenges they will face in coming years.

We believe fundamentally in the importance of a holistic education in which liberal arts are “baked in,” because it enables students to live more fulfilling and successful lives. A student who studies the history and human dynamics of a technical field is, we believe, more likely to appreciate and understand the topic.

Similarly, philosophical, sociological, literary, and artistic principles and approaches make for better, more creative, more ethical, and more successful students and employees. Steve Jobs, for example, was famously motivated by the course on calligraphy while at Reed College.

The “baked in” approach opens up new possibilities that we will expand on in the next section. We quote two examples from MIT. First, Shankar Raman, Alvin Kibel, and Noel Jackson created a course titled: *The Art of the Probable: Literature and Probability,* which uncovered connections, perhaps surprising today, interweaving the historical development of various models of mathematical probability, philosophy, poetry, and narrative.

Second, the Social and Ethical Responsibilities of Computing (SERC) initiative at MIT now publishes a peer-reviewed, open-access Case Studies series, drawing on the expertise of scholars from across the humanities, arts, and social sciences, in addition to computing and data sciences. These cases, as well as original in-class demos, homework assignments, and group projects designed by multidisciplinary teams, are now used across the undergraduate curriculum, including several courses on computation.

---

58 • https://campus.edx.org/resources/online-campus-sjcc

59 • Börner, Katy, Olga Scrivner, Mike Gallant, Shutian Ma, Xiaozhong Liu, Keith Chewning, Lingfei Wu, and James A. Evans. “Skill discrepancies between research, education, and jobs reveal the critical need to supply soft skills for the data economy.” *Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences* 115, no. 50 (2018): 12630-12637.

60 • https://www.aplu.org/library/from-academia-to-the-workforce-executive-summary/file


62 • https://mit-serc.pubpub.org

THE DEGREE AS AN ASSEMBLY OF MICRO-CREDENTIALS

As discussed, the undergraduate degree is effectively an “all or nothing” monolith. Completing 100 percent of the degree requirements is celebrated, rightly, as success. But completing 90 percent of the credits is viewed as a failure to receive the degree.

We instead recommend rethinking the degree requirement as a series of modular “concentrations.” In effect, this turns the degree transcripts into an amalgamation of minors and majors. Each micro-credential is self-contained in this approach, and enables students to achieve mastery of a field. A student who does not complete a degree may still have several micro-credentials under their belt.

MIT Open Learning has been experimenting with several such micro-credentials, beginning at the graduate level. These are not “MIT” credits in the traditional way; they are meant for students outside MIT. One is the MicroMasters.

First launched at MIT in 2015, there are now more than 50 MicroMasters from over 25 universities worldwide on edX. MIT has identified more than 150 partner universities that give credit for the MicroMasters if a student were to pursue a master’s degree there. Most MicroMasters courses are offered as MOOCs, but they could, in principle, be offered as SPOCs as well.

In fact, inspired by that idea, MIT is currently testing a new micro-credential called the “xMinor” with several colleges. The idea of the xMinor is as follows: A “client” institution, which may not have the resources to develop course material in a particularly advanced or specialized topic, subscribes to a course sequence in the form of an xMinor from a “source institution.”

The online courses effectively replace the “sage on the stage” at the client institution, and faculty members from the client institution act as “the guides on the side.”

The local institution can also provide the hands-on element: access to libraries, labs, and other facilities. Upon completion of the course sequence, the student receives an xMinor certificate from the source institution and within the transcript of the client institution.

An undergraduate degree can be constructed from a specified number of micro-credentials—some foundational and some specialized. The reconstitution of a degree as a series of micro-credentials can also pave the way for a new form of continuing education. Students can continue to educate themselves upon graduation and receive micro-credentials that keep them current. This can be either from the NEI or from another institution.

These micro-credentials can be posted both on the living institutional transcript and on résumés and online platforms such as LinkedIn. In fact, to facilitate the authentication of these credentials, MIT and a consortium of universities are working on digital credentials.

Today, the transcript is a single document controlled by institutions. In the future, with digital credentials, substantive achievements can be referenced individually in their résumé. The university can verify the credentials that it provides, but the student can also accumulate other credentials—MOOCs, apprenticeships, and so on—to advance their career. This makes the transcript more compatible with a résumé.

TEAM TEACHING AND COURSE SEQUENCES

If the unit of measurement of teaching emphasized changes from courses to short sequences, several new possibilities open up.

- First, it is possible to design the sequence more holistically and with a combination of modules that provide more comprehensive coverage of the topic. Rather than three one-semester courses, say, the sequence can consist of six (or other number of) modules that together form a whole.
- Second, sequences are likely more amenable to team teaching with a focus on the whole experience.
Third, sequences developed in this way can also systematize content development—videos, for example—and pedagogy.

MIT’s first-year learning communities, such as the Experimental Study Group (ESG) and Terrascope, contain examples of team-teaching, and are directional examples of the values and aspirations we describe.64,65

Consider a micro-credential on artificial intelligence. It could consist of several modules:

- Fundamentals of Machine Learning
- Applications of Machine Learning
- History of AI, and Social and Ethical Questions It Poses
- Frontiers of AI
- Project Work in AI

This approach has several benefits.

First, it incorporates the highly important ethical, social, and societal questions that AI poses. Second, the sequence can yield a micro-credential in AI—say “Foundations of AI”—which is a key part of the bachelor’s degree but also a stand-alone credential. Third, this credential can be team-taught by a faculty member focused on the math and computation, a faculty member focused on the application of AI, and a faculty member focused on the social and ethical issues of AI. Finally, the creation of these micro-credentials can pave the way for continuing education after the student has completed their degree.

Perhaps at a later stage in life, the graduate might be interested in taking the follow-on credential on advanced AI.

**PEDAGOGY**

We recommend that the NEI adopt modern pedagogical practices from the beginning. Existing structures in universities often make these approaches awkward retrofits.

Faculty and teaching assistants may not have the knowledge to implement these approaches, classrooms may not be designed to enable them, the incentive systems may not encourage them, and students themselves may not be aware of the benefits of these practices.

A de novo NEI can be built from the ground up, informed, but not constrained, by history. We have already described changes to faculty incentives, the use of online modalities, and the team-teaching approach with the student at the center. In addition, we recommend that faculty be explicitly trained in the ethos of the new university and the science of learning.

The goal of the NEI faculty member’s teaching should be redefined to be the mentoring expert—the guide on the side—with the objective of transforming individual students’ abilities to achieve their full potential. A focus on deliberate practice and deeper mastery should be encouraged. Projects and outside-world case studies will encourage deeper learning, while also preparing students for their cooperative education (co-ops) (as detailed below). The coaching should also develop generosity, kindness, and social aptitude.

In addition, we encourage a pedagogical focus on grit and resilience—principles that have been documented to improve student retention and to reduce dropouts, especially amongst the underrepresented.66

---

64 • Established in 1969, the Experimental Study Group has retained its name though it is very much a permanent part of MIT’s offerings. Quoting from the ESG website: “The program was created as an alternative to the highly structured instructional methods (lectures and recitation sections) that were the standard in the late 1960s at MIT. Students were allowed a great deal of flexibility in the pace and content of their studies at ESG. Independent work was encouraged, as was close staff-student interaction. Students were encouraged to learn at their own pace, gain self-awareness, learn to cooperate with others, and, most of all, be actively involved in their learning.” Other first-year learning communities are listed here. The 2014 Future of MIT Education Task Force recommended expanding this program significantly.

65 • Terrascope offers first-year students the opportunity to take on big, global problems, which they call “the mission.” The community offers a vibrant team experience, a novel curriculum, intense academic advising, field trips, and extra-curricular activities.

66 • [https://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/18/magazine/who-gets-to-graduate.html](https://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/18/magazine/who-gets-to-graduate.html)
A MORE EQUITABLE AND HOLISTIC APPROACH TO FACULTY

American academia has two classes of faculty: tenure-track faculty and non-tenure-track faculty (NTTF). According to the American Association of Public Universities, by 2011, more than 50 percent of all teaching staff were part-time non-tenure-track, and an additional 19 percent were full-time non-tenure-track. These numbers are increasing as colleges grapple with cost and other issues.

There has been much concern about the fairness and effectiveness of the reliance on NTTF in academia. Non-tenure-track faculty typically receive significantly lower salaries than their tenure-track or tenured counterparts—in the range of a half or an even smaller fraction—and fewer or no benefits. NTTF often do not receive the support necessary to perform their teaching assignments well. They are frequently hired with limited preparation time, and with limited choice as to which classes they can teach, and must often resort to outdated, inherited syllabi.

The logistics are difficult, too. For example, many temporary faculty are not assigned offices, and since part-time faculty are often paid per class per semester, they often work several jobs. This makes scheduling teacher-student meetings difficult, and training and professional development for NTTF remains patchy. Best practices do exist, but are not widely implemented.

We offer a more egalitarian alternative that breaks with the past and removes the current divide between tenured/tenure-track faculty and NTTF. We propose that all faculty be offered similar contracts.

Promotions and titles will be much more closely tied to educational performance—quality, commitment, outcomes, and innovation—than to research outcomes. The faculty member’s role will be to work within team-teaching groups, to focus on learning and on scholarship as we have described it, and to be the guide on the side. Finally, many universities only pay tenure-track faculty for nine months of the year. We propose to make the salaries annual. This also works better with the trimester model which we describe later.

A NEW KIND OF FACULTY

At MIT, the MITx Digital Learning Lab consists of an extraordinary group of dedicated lecturers and teachers who bring many of the skills necessary to the new faculty roles we have described. They hold PhDs in the topics they teach, and are passionate about teaching, experts in digital technology, deeply immersed in modern pedagogy, and practiced in creating modern learning environments.

Recalling a term coined by the Nobel Laureate Herbert Simon, they are true “learning engineers.”

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION (CO-OPS)

We propose cooperative education as a central element of the NEI.

Cooperative education (or “co-op”) programs, which enhance classroom-based education with work experience, were first developed by Herman Schneider at the University of Cincinnati in 1906. While a professor at Lehigh University, Schneider had noted that classroom education itself could not fully convey what the workplace

---

67 • https://www.aaup.org/sites/default/files/Faculty_Trends_0.pdf


More than a century later, the “skills gap” echoes that observation.

Today, several well-known institutions run extensive co-op programs, including Northeastern University, Drexel University, and the University of Waterloo. The latter runs the largest co-op program in North America with more than 20,000 students in 120 programs placed for three semesters in local workplaces. Co-ops are not limited to STEM or business programs. Antioch College adapted cooperative education to their liberal arts curricula in 1921. Interestingly, General Motors established a college around its co-op program; formerly called the General Motors Institute of Technology, it is today known as Kettering University.

Co-ops differ from internship programs in several key respects. First, co-ops are assigned through the university rather than independently; second, they generally receive academic credit; and third, they are often paid. The more than 100-year history of co-ops has shown that they are valued by students and employers alike, and that they help students acquire a number of skills necessary for success, including self-direction, professional preparedness, an implicit understanding of the workplace, and insights around the material learned in the classroom.

But co-ops require careful design, mentoring, and monitoring, as well as extensive partnerships with external entities—companies, universities, governments, international entities, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), museums, and so on.

Two other features can be added to co-op programs. The first is professional and leadership education to prepare students for the work experience. MIT’s Undergraduate Practice Opportunities Program (UPOP) is an example of a one-year program, with an intensive one-week workshop, in which students learn professional skills, including leadership, teamwork, planning, and critical thinking. This can help make the co-op more valuable.

Second, co-ops need to be managed so that mentors at the company are partners in helping the student to develop. This will take mentor orientation and training—something on which MIT’s UPOP puts particular emphasis.

Third, the availability of online courses makes it possible for students to take and receive credit for courses while at the co-op site. Clearly, this would only apply to courses that can be taught effectively online, and the load would have to be commensurate with the job responsibilities.

We recommend that the NEI incorporate a significant co-op component into the degree. The co-ops would be done in partnership with companies and would be paid. Online courses that students complete while on a co-op would be charged very modest fees.

The benefits of co-ops to students in terms of learning, maturing, employability, and employment are likely to be significant. The reversal of net cashflow during co-ops will also go a long way toward reducing the financial burden on students.

---

73 • Keen, Cheryl, and Adam Howard. "Experiential learning in Antioch College’s work-based learning program as a vehicle for social and emotional development for gifted college students." Journal of Secondary Gifted Education 13, no. 3 (2002): 130-140.
74 • https://www.iwjil.org/files/APUCE_08_1_67_26.pdf
75 • The culture of mentorship should not be taken for granted. Students can end up doing uninteresting work in a co-op, which can be disheartening. Apprenticeship programs in Europe have developed a mentorship culture which will need to be developed. Vazsonyi, Alexander T., and J. Blake Snider. "Mentoring, competencies, and adjustment in adolescents: American part-time employment and European apprenticeships." International Journal of Behavioral Development 32, no. 1 (2008): 46-55.
ACADEMIC CALENDAR

The prevalent academic calendars are the annual system, the semester system, and the quarter system. There is an alternative that some of us find attractive: the trimester system.

A semester system can be transformed into a trimester system by shortening the regular terms and lengthening the summer term to an equal length. The trimester system is used in higher education in some universities in Australia and Canada, including at the University of Waterloo. Having three equal semesters a year is a relatively small change, but creates a great deal of flexibility in arranging the academic calendar.

Some of the authors of this document were involved in developing such a system at the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD). The compromise in a trimester system is to reduce the term length to 12 or 13 weeks, and to allocate the balance to breaks.

We recommend adopting the trimester system for the NEI.

The advantage of a trimester layout is that summers, during which students often do internships outside the university program, can be incorporated into the university curriculum. This effectively increases the interaction time between the university and the student to 11 terms rather than eight, and enables a more integrated co-op approach.

Furthermore, co-ops can be longer—up to two trimesters—ensuring a more in-depth work experience. One disadvantage is that each term is slightly shorter than in the regular semester. However, this disadvantage can be mitigated by thinking of content not as a single course but rather as a course sequence, as discussed earlier. Students can also do online courses during the co-op.76

76 • This was suggested by then MIT students Drew Bent and Gabriel Ginorio during a seminar on redesigning MIT

EXTERNAL PARTNERSHIPS

Making co-ops central to the design of the NEI necessitates the formation of partnerships with external entities. The University of Waterloo, for example, claims more than 7,000 partners. As described earlier, we recommend that partnerships include a range of entities beyond for-profit companies.

Students should be able to do co-ops with governments, including city, state, federal, and international; with NGOs, libraries, galleries, museums, and archives; and with labs such as US national labs. In addition, we recommend that the NEI partner with R1 and R2 universities. This will be particularly valuable to NEI faculty, who can do research during sabbaticals at partner universities.

VISITING FACULTY AND FELLOWS

One of the benefits of building the NEI around partnerships is the possibility of “reverse sabbaticals”—visiting appointments from partner entities to the NEI. Faculty from partner universities can take standard sabbaticals at the NEI, participate in team-teaching projects, help with curricular reviews and seminars, and do research.

There is also a significant opportunity to draw visitors from other partner entities. For example, the curators at museums can bring a deeply enriching experience to students. In fact, curators from the MIT Museum teach several popular classes at MIT. These relationships can lead to projects that can integrate across fields. An example is The Met x Microsoft x MIT project. Visitors can also come from companies, such as Microsoft, which have prestigious Technical Fellows programs. A data scientist from Microsoft or an economist from The World Bank, for example, can add a great deal to a student’s experience while also benefiting from the renewal offered by a sabbatical.
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

There is little doubt that extracurricular activities are an important and effective aspect of student life from both wellness and growth perspectives.77 An entrepreneurship club, a solar vehicle team, a soccer club, or a Shakespeare ensemble can provide students with creative outlets and avenues to learn new topics, as well as ways in which to exercise leadership and relieve stress. Yet, it is our observation that extracurriculars and recreational amenities are caught in a contradiction. On the one hand, many such programs are underfunded and have little structure, often leading to inconsistent and varied student experiences. On the other hand, there is a sense that colleges are overdoing their extracurriculars and amenities to compete.78,79,80

We believe that effective extracurricular opportunities can be developed and administered relatively affordably when there is intent, planning, and thought. In fact, we were able to participate in such a design process during the establishment of the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD).81,82,83

Balancing the initiative and agency of students with supervision and guidance from experts—a form of scaffolding—is difficult to strike, but it can be achieved with careful design and shared leadership and governance. Moreover, we believe that faculty must make a commitment to the community in the way that faculty assigned as heads of house at dormitories do at institutions such as MIT.

FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Running a university, as we noted earlier, is like running a small city. The typical university has work-related and residential buildings; libraries; labs; eating, sports, and medical facilities; roads; grounds; transportation; and security. A high-level document such as this white paper cannot be expected to anticipate all the questions that will likely arise during the actual implementation of a new university. However, several new models for delivering services have emerged over the years, ranging from outsourcing84 to shared services.85 Libraries are of special interest in education and scholarship, particularly in the face of digitization. MIT recently published a report on the future of libraries which addresses the important functions that libraries will serve in the years ahead—in community, in discovery, in dissemination, and in the education mission.86

Furthermore, given the deficit in funding of public libraries,87 there may be an opportunity for new institutions to take on a constructive role in sharing services and costs for the public good rather than erecting standalone “walled

79 • https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2015/06/15/are-lazy-rivers-and-climbing-walls-driving-cost-college
84 • Phipps, Ronald, and Jamie Merisotis. “Is outsourcing part of the solution to the higher education cost dilemma?” Institute for Higher Education Policy (2005).
86 • https://future-of-libraries.mit.edu
87 • https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/02/opinion/letters/libraries-funding.html
gardens.’ While terms such as “outsourcing” have caused understandable concern, our idea here is to partner with, and strengthen, existing institutions rather than further diluting them through replication.

We encourage the ultimate designers of the NEI to explore the pros and cons of alternative models. The idea is to learn from the experiences of existing institutions and to focus on new best practices, rather than simply existing systems. The focus of the leadership should be on the core mission, quality, and cost. There is now documented experience in many innovative practices related to university infrastructure—simply replicating traditional practices from existing universities should not be the default.88,89,90

88 • http://www.dailynebraskan.com/news/colleges-experience-mixed-results-in-health-center-outsourcing/article_652e77b4-091c-11e2-95a6-001a4bcf6878.html
We base our curriculum on a few principles.

- First, less is more. In other words, we believe that focusing on proficiency in key concepts, rather than on overloading the curriculum, will help students in the long term.
- Second, as described earlier, we arrange the curriculum into blocks, each of which yields a micro-credential on its own.
- Third, we incorporate online education and co-ops from the very beginning.
- Fourth, whereas the traditional school may offer vast choice, we suggest instead modest choice of courses in the regular curriculum, but freedom within the courses through project work.

This is borne out by evidence that shows that excess choice can lead to students losing their way.\(^91\)

Of course, in our model, at least some of the courses can be taken online, which opens up enormous choice for the students because they could, in principle, take courses from any number of platforms so long as they are approved by the institutional advisor. However, this choice has low marginal cost to the institution, and the curricular structure must “scaffold” the explorations that students undertake.

Figure 1 shows the type of curricular structure that we propose. Boxes are thought of as course sequences. This drawing shows four course slots a trimester. Accreditation considerations will dictate the precise curriculum. A separate accommodation will be needed for students who go “off track” due to personal circumstances or poor performance. One option will be to use co-op terms to get back on track.

---

COMMUNITY, CULTURE, AND VALUES

Academic communities are generally, and rightly, considered exceptional environments for free enquiry, for progress, for personal and professional growth, and for reaching toward excellence. Community, therefore, is at the heart of higher education.

Like most communities, universities are not without tensions, but overcoming these tensions must be a part of every institution’s mission. Academia has several distinct populations—students, staff, and faculty (tenure-track as well as non-tenure-track)—each with different roles, responsibilities, and expectations. This fact, combined with historic and systemic inequities in US society, results in real and perceived experiences of discrimination, power dynamics, hierarchy, and inequity in academia.  

Well-understood concepts such as imposter syndrome and stereotype threat amplify such dynamics. Of particular concern are students themselves (because they are young adults), and all members of underrepresented groups (because they are more likely to feel, or be, marginalized).

Our aspiration is for the NEI to be an inclusive and diverse community, with a culture that values mutual respect, equity, fairness, growth, and a continuous pursuit of improvement. We believe that such a community will naturally have better outcomes.

Many of the design ideas we have described in this document will, we believe, help create a more nurturing and equitable culture. First, there is substantial evidence that a shared sense of mission enables better teamwork and a more coordinated culture. The NEI has a clear education-focused mission and avoids mixed objectives (i.e., “Is research or teaching more important?”), some of which are quite prevalent in academia.

Team teaching will help alleviate another persistent tension: competitive dynamics between fields (i.e., “My field is more important than your field”).

We also believe that students and faculty must be much more engaged in the university community of the NEI—especially through clubs, teams, and social events to further enhance the sense of community. There is much research that describes the “other curriculum”: the learning, the personal bonds, and the resilience that students form amongst themselves.

Given that students will be on campus less in the NEI than in traditional universities, a more intentional approach to building a sense of esprit de corps within the cohort will be needed.

But getting started is not easy; our work in Singapore gives us some experience in “seeding” a cohort culture with visiting students from partner institutions.
Now, consider student performance and dropout rates, particularly among women and students from underrepresented backgrounds.

We have argued that the use of digital material liberates faculty time for more in-person engagement. This opens the door to techniques that can address underlying issues such as the imposter syndrome and stereotype threat through known techniques, including encouraging a growth mindset,\(^{101}\) by building trust between faculty and students,\(^{102}\) and through coaching, feedback, and reframing.\(^{103}\)

In addition, better pedagogy enables more success, which intrinsically leads to better outcomes.\(^{104}\) Role models are known to positively impact underrepresented groups.\(^{105}\) Of course, much digital content must be inclusive to begin with, and this is an effort we are currently undertaking at MIT.\(^{106}\)

Universities have struggled to increase the diversity of the faculty in many fields. While diversity in hiring should be a key focus of the NEI, the availability of industry fellows offers an additional lever for recruiting faculty from diverse backgrounds, enabling a more representative faculty body. Finally, exposure to work, connecting curricula to practical value in the real world, and, particularly, participation in projects which enable communal good, have shown promise in increasing retention among students who might otherwise fall victim to implicit biases and the stereotype threat.

Models, such as at Harvey Mudd, can be studied and replicated.\(^{107}\) Of course, all these measures require training of faculty and staff, which is central to the operation of the NEI.

Since the NEI’s mission is clear and specific, unlike at many educational institutions, our goal is to develop extensive training and onboarding programs for staff and faculty to ensure a culture and a community which supports the values of the institution.

---


\(^{103}\) https://www.apa.org/gradpsych/2013/11/fraud


\(^{106}\) https://openlearning.mit.edu/events/open-learning-talks-open-education-cultural-collection-and-curation-focus-hbcus

Impact

The ideas presented in this document can, we believe, address two seemingly contradictory goals: effectiveness and affordability of undergraduate degrees.

**EFFECTIVENESS**

On the effectiveness side, we have presented structural, pedagogical, and curricular ideas including: a much more studio-like educational approach that enshrines flipped classrooms; interdisciplinary curricula that are team-taught; micro-credentials to encapsulate incremental milestones in learning; exposure to the workplace through co-ops; more project-based learning; more access to instructional staff; a greater focus on community; and affordable access to amenities and to extracurricular activities.

In doing so, we have also described a different staffing model in which faculty are treated more equally, where the focus on learning outcomes is paramount, where external visiting faculty are encouraged, and where permanent faculty can participate in research and sabbaticals in academia and in industry. The model we have presented is based on partnerships with existing large R1 and R2 educational institutions, and on cooperation and sharing in facilities, curriculum development, and online delivery in a mutually constructive way.

**AFFORDABILITY**

On the affordability side, we have focused on four components of institutional expenses: research, teaching, administration, and infrastructure.

- First, by reproportioning effort on teaching rather than research, we propose to tame research costs.
- Second, by focusing on more productive and effective teaching approaches, we propose to improve the “bang for the buck” in teaching.
- Third, by keeping the focus on a single, clear mission, we anticipate a reduction in administrative costs; shared services across many campuses can further reduce these costs.
- And fourth, we propose a leaner approach to facilities, thereby reducing infrastructure-related expenses. We believe that these changes will significantly reduce the expenses of the NEI.

From the perspective of the student, there are two additional reductions in expenses. First, since a significant amount of time will be spent in co-ops, students can be earning money rather than spending it during those periods. We argue that the online courses students take during co-ops will be very low cost if not free—helping students make progress toward their degrees while also earning, and gaining exposure to work and work opportunities. Second, for many students, co-ops can be located near their families.

This can lead to a form of low-residency education and reduced living expenses. We recognize that this will not always be the case and, for equity, we will need to support students who cannot avail themselves of home residency.

It is difficult to state precisely how much less expensive an undergraduate education can be under these circumstances, because actual costs will depend on scale, implementation, execution, the state of the economy, the strength and breadth of university and corporate partnerships, and the initial investments into such an effort. For example, if a large investment were made to develop the online infrastructure, to train faculty, to line up employers and co-op partners, to create shared offices that take on regulatory matters, and so on, and if a large number of campuses participated in such a shared effort, we might see the cost of education to the student drop by more than 50 percent.

However, this will take a concerted effort, commitment, and leadership—essentially an educational moonshot. But the time, we believe, for such a moonshot is now.
Conclusion

We have presented some ideas for an undergraduate education focused institution. We have considered a number of the structural elements of higher education, the current realities of academia, and possible leverage points based on a more singular, as opposed to diffuse, mission. We believe that the leeway offered by these structural changes, along with the potential innovations we have described, make it possible to develop a radically different value proposition for students in terms of effectiveness, outcomes, and affordability.

In 1991, colleagues at MIT wrote the groundbreaking book, *The Machine That Changed the World*. They documented the ways in which the Japanese car company, Toyota, had achieved three seemingly contradictory goals: quality, innovation, and cost.

The techniques, which were later collectively called “lean principles,” were remarkable because they turned apparent disadvantages, such as shortage of space and lack of capital (in post-war Japan), into advantages, such as improved quality, more innovation, and greater user-centricity.

Today, lean principles are used in a variety of industries ranging from government to construction to entrepreneurship. In many respects, the ideas we are describing can be thought of as lean principles applied to undergraduate education. However, our hope is that the outcomes for all involved could be far from lean: enriching even further the US educational landscape to fit different populations and new learning opportunities at a moment when the national need is great.
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